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Abstract: The reaction between hydrogen and oxygen is in principle the simplest method to form hydrogen peroxide, but it is still a “dream process”, thus needing a “dream catalyst”. The aim of this review is to analyze critically the different heterogeneous catalysts used for the direct synthesis of H₂O₂ trying to determine the features that the ideal or “dream catalyst” should possess. This analysis will refer specifically to the following points: (i) the choice of the metal; (ii) the metal promoters used to improve the activity and/or the selectivity; (iii) the role of different supports and their acidic properties; (iv) the addition of halide promoters to inhibit undesired side reactions; (v) the addition of other promoters; (vi) the effects of particle morphology; and (vii) the effects of different synthetic methods on catalyst morphology and performance.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) is considered a green oxidant and has been listed as one of the 100 most important chemicals in the world [1]. However, the method by which it is manufactured is far from being considered a sustainable one. The process via anthraquinone autoxidation is now over 70 years old but still the only one commercially used to produce H₂O₂, even if it suffers from many drawbacks including the disposal of considerable amounts of toxic organic wastes and the need to be run in large plants to compensate for the high operating costs. Therefore, despite its advantages as a clean oxidant, H₂O₂ is not produced via an environmentally friendly process and is still rather costly (current price is about 500 US $ per ton for 50% hydrogen peroxide [2]), thus not economically competitive for the production of bulk chemicals or for a more widespread use in wastewater treatment. For these reasons, the development of a green process for the synthesis of H₂O₂ is of both environmental and economic importance. Among the various alternative approaches to produce H₂O₂, the direct reaction between hydrogen and oxygen to H₂O₂ is conceptually the most straightforward and therefore the most attractive one. However, despite a long history and significant R&D efforts by many academic groups and industrial companies, the process still has a long way to go before reaching the commercial scale. A widespread production of H₂O₂ from hydrogen and oxygen in small/medium scale plants, integrated with its direct use in catalytic selective oxidation, is a good example of the future direction of sustainable chemistry [3]: on-site H₂O₂ production would significantly boost the use of H₂O₂ in all fine chemical productions, with a relevant positive impact in terms of reduction of waste, improvement of eco-compatibility, safety problems and working conditions.
In 1914, Henkel and Weber [4] were the first to propose for this process the use of noble metal catalysts. However, the low H$_2$O$_2$ selectivity and in parallel the high selectivity for water formation was, and still is, a major obstacle to its industrial feasibility. H$_2$O$_2$ formation is involved in a scheme of parallel and consecutive reactions (Figure 1) where the catalyst leading to H$_2$O$_2$ (reaction 1) is also responsible for its decomposition. In fact, H$_2$O$_2$ is unstable with respect to both hydrogenation (reaction 2) and decomposition (reaction 3), while water formation is by far the most thermodynamically favored reaction between hydrogen and oxygen (reaction 4). Therefore, the challenge has always been to find a catalyst capable of maximizing reaction (1) while depressing paths (2), (3) and (4):
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**Figure 1.** The different reactions involved when reacting hydrogen and oxygen.

As a result, this process is a typical example in which the activity and selectivity of catalysts should be precisely balanced in a framework of high efficiency [5]. This selectivity problem has not yet been solved in a satisfactory manner and still represents one of the major barriers to the use of H$_2$O$_2$ prepared from hydrogen and oxygen.

Furthermore, the direct contact between H$_2$ and O$_2$ constitutes a significant hazard [6,7] because H$_2$/O$_2$ mixtures are explosive in a wide range of compositions, hence operating under intrinsically safe conditions is a very important issue for the viability of the process. The flammability limits of H$_2$ in O$_2$ are between 4% and 94%, implying that intrinsically safe mixtures are very diluted. Clearly, operating under safe conditions results in a drop of the H$_2$O$_2$ productivity to industrially unacceptable values [8]. For all these reasons, the process has not yet been commercialized [5,9–13], despite the efforts of several chemical companies that believe the development on an industrial scale would be a real breakthrough in oxidation technologies. Typical reaction conditions are: diluted H$_2$/O$_2$ mixture feed gas, supported noble metal catalysts, acid promoters, methanol as solvent, near 0 °C reaction temperature, atmospheric or positive pressure and gas–liquid–solid three-phase reaction. The safety can be improved mainly by adding an inert gas, using alternative solvents such as supercritical CO$_2$, limiting the hydrogen amount to less than 4% and using membrane catalysts.

All in all, even if the direct synthesis is in principle the simplest method to form hydrogen peroxide, it is still a “dream process” that needs a “dream catalyst”. The aim of this review is to see whether this “dream catalyst” is at hand analyzing the different proposals present in the recent literature and making evident the role of the following factors: (i) the choice of the metal; (ii) the metal promoters and alloys used to improve the activity and/or the selectivity; (iii) the role of different supports and their acidic properties; (iv) the addition of halide and other promoters to inhibit undesired side reactions; (v) the effects of particle morphology; (vi) the effects of different synthetic methods on the catalyst performance. Like in a puzzle (Figure 2), all these features should appropriately combine together to define the “dream catalyst”.
2. Choice of the Metal

Since 1914, Pd has been known to catalyze the liquid-phase oxidation of H2 by O2 to produce H2O2 and to date almost all catalysts for this reaction are still based on Pd. It has to be pointed out that the anthraquinone process, presently used for hydrogen peroxide manufacture, already includes a few percent Pd supported catalyst for the hydrogenation of ethyl-anthraquinone to the corresponding anthrahydroquinone, which implies that the direct synthesis based on a Pd catalyst will not lead to overall extra Pd consumption. The modern era of research into the catalytic direct synthesis of H2O2 started in 1967 with patents from Imperial Chemical Industries (London, England) [14] and in 1976 from Tokuyama Soda (Tokyo, Japan) [15]. In both cases, a silica supported Pd catalyst was used in an aqueous medium containing HCl and H2SO4. Later, Gosser and Schwartz [16] in 1988 reported that solutions of H2O2 in concentrations higher than 35 wt % could be produced using supported Pd catalysts at high pressure and inside the H2/O2 explosion regime.

The Pd oxidation state necessary to maximize H2O2 formation has been the object of some debate [17]. Early reports by Pospelova et al. in 1961 claimed that Pd2+ clusters were responsible for H2O2 formation [18] and later other authors confirmed that Pd in a reduced state is more active and selective for H2O2 formation [19]. Conversely, Choudhary and coworkers were the first to report evidence that Pd2+ is the active center forming H2O2 because it can molecularly adsorb dioxygen yielding surface peroxy species, while Pd0 favors decomposition or over-hydrogenation of the peroxide [20].

From theoretical studies on H2O2 synthesis over metallic catalysts, Sellers and co-workers [21] suggested that the formation of H2O2 from H2/O2 mixtures is more favorable on Au and Ag than Pt and Pd. In particular, Au was identified as the potentially most selective metal among the noble metals on the basis of a comparatively high stability of hydroperoxide species on Au surfaces. A first practical example of Au catalysis for H2O2 direct synthesis was reported in a patent in 2002 [22]. Various supports were evaluated for Au nanoparticles [23]. The catalytic behavior of these systems was also studied by theoretical approaches, revealing that small Au nanoclusters (1–13 atoms) can indeed act as sites for the synthesis of H2O2 [24–28]. A correlation was found between the rate of H2O2 synthesis and the mean Au particle size. Okumura et al. [29] demonstrated that highly dispersed Au supported on inert materials, such as activated carbon, MCM-41 and SiO2 are effective in catalyzing the direct synthesis of H2O2, while Au supported on a basic oxide (MgO) or on a highly acidic oxide (SiO2-Al2O3) are poorly selective for H2O2 formation.

Another example of monometallic Au catalysts for the direct synthesis of H2O2 was reported by Ishihara et al. [30] who showed that a 1 wt % Au/SiO2 catalyst tested in the absence of halide promoters exhibited promising H2O2 synthesis activity (with 30% H2 selectivity) if compared to pure
Pt, Pd or Ag on silica catalysts where no H₂O₂ was observed under identical reaction conditions. The rates of H₂O₂ synthesis and hydrogenation/decomposition were compared for monometallic Au catalysts with different support materials and it was concluded that basic oxides such as MgO and ZnO were unsuitable supports while Au/SiO₂ performed the best.

However, despite these studies, Pd supported on a wide variety of carriers, either alone or promoted by other metals, has qualified as the best catalytic material [19,31–38] and has been the most widely studied metal over the past 25 years.

3. Effect of Metal Promoters and Alloys

It has to be pointed out that current research in this area focuses mainly on bimetallic catalysts rather than single metal catalysts. Defective Pd sites are currently considered as the major species responsible for hydrogen peroxide decomposition, hence intense research has been done to reduce these sites by addition of a second metal mostly present as an alloy component. In particular, bimetallic systems, such as Pd-Au and Pd-Pt, have been extensively investigated. It is well known that alloying or combining two metals can lead to materials with specific chemical properties due to an interplay of “ensemble” and “electronic” effects [39], and that a bimetallic surface can exhibit catalytic properties that are very different from those of the individual metals. Enhanced productivity and selectivity were observed upon addition to Pd of another noble metal, more often Au [40–46]. It has also been demonstrated that the combination of Pd with Ir [47], Ag [48,49], and Pt [50] can improve both the productivity and the selectivity of the process. On the contrary, the presence of Rh and Ru increased H₂O₂ decomposition activity of Pd catalysts [51]. Other authors investigated Ru-Au, Ru-Pd and Ru-Au-Pd catalyst for H₂O₂ synthesis [52] but again results were not satisfactory.

It has been reported that the H₂O₂ selectivity can increase using bimetallic Pd-Ag catalysts [53] on an activated carbon support. The Ag additive increased the presence of monomeric Pd sites, which were the primary active sites for H₂O₂ formation, and reduce contiguous Pd sites. In addition, the content of Pd²⁺ was increased via the electronic interaction between Pd and Ag, which prevented the decomposition and hydrogenation of H₂O₂. The decreased activity was attributed to the reduced adsorption capacity of H₂ and O₂ due to the Ag additive. The optimal bimetallic Pd-Ag catalyst achieved a H₂O₂ productivity of 7022 mol kg⁻¹ h⁻¹ and a high selectivity (70.9%), which were superior to those of the Pd/C catalyst.

As to Pd-Au catalysts using mild reaction conditions, i.e., room temperature and atmospheric pressure, it has been demonstrated [41], for both plain and sulfated zirconia and ceria supports, that the addition of a 1:1 amount of gold to a monometallic Pd sample improves the productivity and especially the selectivity of the process. In these samples, gold must be in close contact to Pd, as its presence deeply changes Pd dispersion as well as its morphology and charge.

Pd-Au catalysts have been extensively studied by Hutchings and co-workers [23], making evident an increase in selectivity towards H₂O₂ if compared to Pd only catalysts. A ratio of Pd:Au of approximately 1:1 (w/w) provided the best performance [54]. A core-shell morphology, consisting in an Au core and a Pd-rich shell, has been identified when TiO₂ [55], Fe₂O₃ [56] and Al₂O₃ [45] have been used as supports. Activated carbon was also used as a support for Pd-Au catalysts [57]. The Au present in these systems acts as an electronic promoter for the Pd rich surface of the Pd-Au nano-crystals. Acid pre-treatment of the activated carbon prior to Au and Pd impregnation resulted in a catalyst with very high selectivity (up to 95%). The high activity of this catalyst was attributed to an increase of smaller, Pd rich nanoparticles 2–6 nm in size whose number was much higher in the acid pretreated catalysts compared to a untreated one. Further studies on this material indicated that the oxidation state of the Pd in the Pd-Au alloy also plays a key role [58]. In the acid pretreated samples, the enhanced activity is associated with a higher surface concentration of palladium as Pd²⁺. The surface ratio of Pd⁰/Pd²⁺ was found to be an important factor in controlling the subsequent hydrogenation of H₂O₂. According to Goodman et al. [59], the role of Au in Pd-Au catalysts is to
isolate single Pd sites that facilitate the coupling of critical surface species to \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), thus inhibiting the formation of by-products.

Ishihara et al. [60] prepared Pd-Au bimetallic catalysts with different Au compositions and found that the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) formation rate increased with increasing concentration of Au mainly because of a decrease in the decomposition rate of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). DFT calculations [61,62] indicated that the competition between the dissociation of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) and the desorption of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) on the catalyst surface determines the reaction selectivity. Au atoms on the surface of Pd-Au alloy can weaken the interaction of the metal surface with \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \), thus facilitating the release of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) and suppressing its decomposition.

Similar improvements in performance for bimetallic Pd-Au catalysts were observed also with TiO\(_2\) [55] and ion exchange resins supports [63]. Even in the absence of additives, selectivities up to 80% depending on the reaction conditions were obtained.

Han and coworkers [64] suggested that, in the Pd-Au alloy catalyst, the Pd atom surrounded by Au atoms is the best active site to synthesize \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). Through DFT calculations, Staykov et al. [65] found that Au atoms on the Pd-Au bimetallic catalyst surface can prevent oxygen dissociation, thereby increasing the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) selectivity. By DFT calculations of Pd and Pd-Au surfaces, these authors proposed the presence of surface O\(_2\) as superoxide as a favorable intermediate towards \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) formation. The O\(_2\) dissociation leading to \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) formation was proposed to occur mainly on Pd(111) surfaces. The presence of Au atoms could block O\(_2\) dissociation leading to higher \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) selectivity. A similar conclusion was drawn also by Ham et al. [66].

Han et al. [67] in a comparative study of Pd, Au and Pd-Au alloy catalysts, found that electron transfer exists between Au and Pd in the Pd-Au alloy catalyst. The role of Au in regulating the electronic structure of Pd may be one of the important reasons why Pd-Au alloy catalysts have a higher selectivity for \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) synthesis.

Gudarzi et al. [68] investigated the promotional effects of gold in Pd-Au bimetallic catalysts prepared by simultaneous co-impregnation on activated carbon cloth. Almost all of the Pd-Au bimetallic catalysts were more selective than Pd monometallic catalysts. The authors concluded that: (i) increasing the amount of Au resulted in more selective but less active catalysts; (ii) increasing the amount of Pd resulted in more active but less selective catalysts; and (iii) the morphology of Pd-Au particles was also affected by the amount and ratio of gold and palladium in the catalysts. These same authors concluded also that the presence of palladium oxide makes the catalysts more selective and active in \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) production and less active in water production if compared to the corresponding catalysts containing mainly zero-valent palladium.

In 2019, in situ X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy was used [69] for an investigation on Pd and Pd-Au silica supported samples during the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide in a high-pressure gas-liquid-solid microreactor. The authors concluded that the absence of Pd-hydride in the bimetallic catalysts reduces further hydrogenation of hydrogen peroxide to water, thus increasing selectivity.

Also for Pd-Pt alloy catalysts, electron transfer takes place between Pt and Pd [50,70,71]. The introduction of a small amount of Pt into the Pd catalyst may result in electron transfer from Pd to Pt, reducing the strength of the Pd-O bond, thereby inhibiting the dissociation of \( \text{O}_2 \) and increasing the selectivity of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). However, when a higher amount of Pt (Pd/Pt < 8) is introduced, an enrichment of Pt on the surface was observed producing an adverse effect on the catalytic performance [70]. Adsorbed dioxygen was proposed as the precursor for the formation of -OOH surface species that react with \( \text{H}_2 \) to form \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). According to Xu et al., excess Pt may destabilize -OOH and favor \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) decomposition [70]. Best results were obtained with a Pd\(_{16}\)Pt\(_1\) sample.

Similarly, Hölderich and co-workers [72,73] found that addition of Pt to a Pd/TS-1 catalyst stabilized surface Pd\(^{2+}\) oxidation state. Furthermore, the metal particle shape can also be controlled by varying the Pd/Pt composition in the catalyst and/or by specific reduction conditions. An optimum level of Pt is critical for the desirable increase of surface Pd\(^{2+}\) concentration, but at the same time also for the undesirable changes in the surface morphology of Pd aggregates, from needle-shaped to spherical [74].
Strukul and coworkers [75] demonstrated from TEM analysis of Pd and Pd-Pt catalysts that Pd-only samples have well-developed spherical particles, whereas Pt-Pd bimetallic samples contain irregularly shaped particles. The catalyst with the smallest particles and a spread in the size distribution was found to be the most active/selective in the direct $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ synthesis. These studies demonstrate that the effect of the addition of Pt to Pd to increase the yield of hydrogen peroxide is sensitive to the Pt amount: only using a low Pt content, it is possible to improve $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ selectivity (from 55% to 70%) and productivity with respect to the monometallic sample [76].

Headwater Technology Innovation developed a technology for the synthesis of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ directly from $\text{H}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$ [77] based on catalytic system called NxCatTM, where the active components are Pd-Pt particles with a uniform 4-nm size feature. This enables a high production of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ with a 4% hydrogen in air (i.e., outside the flammability range) and also maximizes the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ selectivity up to 100%.

Hutchings et al. [78,79] were the first to study Pt-Au-Pd trimetallic catalysts and found that introducing a small amount of Pt into a Pd-Au bimetallic alloy can suppress the hydrogenation and decomposition of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$, increasing the yield of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$.

Metals other than Au and Pt were also tested as promoters to improve the performance of Pd catalysts in the direct synthesis of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. In 2016, a bimetallic sample containing a non-noble metal (Ni) was also proposed [80]. The Ni0.1Pd0.9 catalyst was reported to show three times higher activity compared to the sample with Pd alone and proved stable for 72 h. More recently, on the basis of density functional theory (DFT) studies, Xu et al. reported the possible increase of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ production by using different metals such as tungsten, lead and molybdenum [81]. In 2018, Huang et al. have proposed RuNi (111) samples as good candidates for hydrogen peroxide direct synthesis due to their self-activation mechanism [82].

In addition, the addition of zinc was found to improve the catalytic performance of palladium catalysts supported on alumina [83] and, more recently, in a Zn-CNTs-$\text{O}_2$ system [84] and on silica [85]. The promotional effect of Zn was attributed to both particle geometric changes and to an electronic interaction between Pd and Zn. The addition of Zn increases the isolated Pd sites, recognized as the primary sites for $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ formation, while reducing the contiguous Pd sites, effectively suppressing the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ formation from $\text{H}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$. On the other hand, the electronic effect of zinc leads to a higher Pd dispersion and Pd$^0$ content than in monometallic Pd, thus increasing $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ hydrogenation. With the optimum bimetallic catalyst (Pd/Zn 1/5), a better $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ productivity than with the monometallic catalyst was found (25,431 vs. 8533 mol kgPd$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$).

Almost 100% selectivity toward $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ was reported for a Pd-Te catalyst supported on titania with the Pd/Te atomic ratio of 100:1 [86]. By DFT calculations, the role of Te in restraining side reactions was suggested. The formation of a bimetallic Pd-Te surface is believed to be the origin of the active sites for the catalytic production of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$. By suppressing the dissociative activation of $\text{O}_2$ on Pd, Te plays a critical role in enhancing the catalytic performance for $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ synthesis. On the other hand, the addition of Te has also a promoting effect on the dispersion of Pd particles on TiO$_2$, leading to an increase in low-coordinated active sites at corners and edges by reducing the particle size; these sites are much more active for the undesired production of water. Thus, the Pd/Te ratio should be finely tuned to balance the ratio of terrace Pd-Te sites and the particle size for the best performance.

With the aim of stopping $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ hydrogenation, a tin-based Pd alloyed catalyst was developed. The latter exhibited a selectivity higher than 95% [87].

Very recently [88], the addition of a second non precious metal (Sb) was evaluated. Antimony promoted the dispersion of Pd on TiO$_2$. The increase in Sb concentration led to an increase of isolated Pd sites while the amount of contiguous Pd sites that are highly reactive for $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ hydrogenation were reduced. As a result, the Sb modified Pd surfaces significantly enhanced the non-dissociative activation of $\text{O}_2$ and therefore $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ selectivity. A value of 73% of selectivity was claimed working at atmospheric pressure.
The higher activity of a Pd-Hg bimetallic catalyst with respect to a Pd sample was suggested by DFT calculations [89]. The presence of Hg on Pd(111) results in geometric and electronic synergisms with respect to O\textsubscript{2} absorption. DFT calculations, employed to investigate O\textsubscript{2} adsorption on the Pd and Pd-Hg alloy surfaces, suggested O\textsubscript{2} adsorption occurring via either a superoxo or a peroxo pathway and, when Hg is alloyed to Pd, there are more surface adsorbed superoxo groups compared to adsorption on a monometallic Pd surface.

As is clear from the above discussion, there is no uniform trend as far as Pd promotion is concerned. We have tried to summarize the behavior of the most interesting metal promoted/alloyed catalysts in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Some representative examples of metal promoted/alloyed catalysts and their use in the direct oxidation of hydrogen peroxide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Phase</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>P (bar)</th>
<th>Activity mol/KgMe.h</th>
<th>Productivity mol/KgM</th>
<th>Sel (%)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1% Pd + Ag</td>
<td>Pd/Ag 40/1</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7022</td>
<td>1755</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25%Pd + 1.25%Au</td>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5%Pd + 2.5%Au</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5%Pd + 2.5%Au</td>
<td>AcC</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%Au</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3%Pd + 9%Au</td>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>EtOH/HCl</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>2554</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Pd + 2%Au</td>
<td>OAC</td>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17,133</td>
<td>51,400</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3%Pd + 6.7%Au</td>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3%Pd + 0.32%Pt</td>
<td>SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>EtOH/HCl</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1496</td>
<td>7481</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3%Pd + 0.2%Pt</td>
<td>SZ</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>5374</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4%Pd + 2.4%Au + 0.2%Pt</td>
<td>CeO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6%Pd + 0.4%Ni</td>
<td>//</td>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}O/HCl/Br\textsuperscript{−}</td>
<td>72 h</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2136</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%Pd + 5%Zn</td>
<td>γ-Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>MeOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4238</td>
<td>1059</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%Pd + 0.03%Te</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>EtOH/H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend for supports: AC activated carbon; SZ sulfated zirconia; AcC acid pretreated carbon; OAC oxidized activated carbon.

We have homogenized the parameters reported by the different authors using the same units even if in the original paper they are different. Even so, trying to establish a ranking with respect to activity, selectivity, productivity among these catalysts is almost impossible because of the extreme variety of reaction conditions, catalyst compostion, etc. Moreover, the effect of the metal promoter in the individual cases is almost always mixed with those of other factors such as the different supports, the acidity of the medium and/or the support, the presence of halide promoters, etc., which will be dealt with in the next sections. As is clear from Table 1, in many cases, even high average activities can end up with moderate to poor overall productivities because of a rapid catalyst deactivation.
A picture of the current trend with respect to the metal promoters used to improve the performance of Pd catalysts is schematically represented in Figure 3. What we can say to summarize this section is that, among the wide range of metal promoters tested to improve the performance of Pd catalysts, prominent results have been especially observed with Au.

**Figure 3.** A schematic representation of the different alloying metals/promoters used to improve Pd performance. Areas approximately correspond to their occurrence in the literature.

A general suggestion that emerges from these studies and is common to most metals tested (Figure 4) is that the role of the second metal is mainly to improve Pd site isolation and increase its oxidation state. Both effects will favor molecular adsorption of dioxygen increasing the surface concentration of surface peroxo species as precursors for H$_2$O$_2$ formation, while at the same time depressing dissociative O$_2$ chemisorption and hydrogen peroxide O–O bond breaking, two conditions that lead to direct water formation and H$_2$O$_2$ decomposition, respectively.

**Figure 4.** Effect of the presence or absence of a second metal in O$_2$ and H$_2$O$_2$ chemisorption leading respectively to hydrogen peroxide or water formation.

4. Effect of Supports

As is intuitive, an important role is played by the support with its ability to modulate the electron density on the metal and its capacity to impart the appropriate metal morphology. Many different supports have been investigated for this reaction, even if the most common ones are carbon [57,90,91] and silica [92]. A typical feature of carbon is its essentially hydrophobic nature. This may represent an important issue in H$_2$O$_2$ decomposition, a support with redox properties, such as ZrO$_2$, CeO$_2$, ZrO$_2$-CeO$_2$, TiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$, Ga$_2$O$_3$, SiO$_2$, either plain or modified with promoters aiming to change their acidic properties to disfavor H$_2$O$_2$ decomposition. Since the palladium oxidation state represents an important issue in H$_2$O$_2$ decomposition, a support with redox properties, such as CeO$_2$, can actually contribute to the stabilization of oxidized Pd sites [41]. Many of these supports have been synthesized employing precipitation and sol-gel techniques.
A comparison among monometallic palladium based samples over different supports have shown that, in a semi batch reactor under mild conditions, Pd/SiO$_2$ gives the highest selectivity and productivity [93], while catalysts supported on sulfated zirconia and ceria performed better by continuous operation in a trickle bed reactor [94].

As to bimetallic catalysts, Edwards et al. found that a carbon supported Pd-Au catalysts give the highest reactivity, while Pd-Au samples on TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ performed better than that on Al$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_2$O$_3$ [95] under the same experimental conditions. It was proposed that the isoelectric point (IEP) of the support has a major role in improving the selectivity towards the formation of surface peroxide, by controlling the surface charge of the catalyst.

Various nanostructured carbons (activated carbon, carbon nanotube, carbon black, and ordered mesoporous carbons) were investigated as support for Pd-Au samples [96]. The results demonstrated that a large fraction of oxygen functional groups on the carbon surface was an important issue in the synthesis of highly dispersed bimetallic catalysts with actual Pd-Au alloying, this being a pre-condition for high H$_2$O$_2$ selectivity. Microporous carbons like e.g., activated carbon suffered from mass transfer limitations, leading to significantly lower H$_2$ conversion than mesoporous catalysts. According to Yook et al., hydrogen peroxide produced from a Pd-Au catalyst in the micropores had a higher tendency to subsequent disproportionation/hydrogenation into water due to retarded back-diffusion of hydrogen peroxide leading to decreased selectivity. These authors concluded that only mesoporous carbons with a high oxygen content are highly desired as supports for the Pd-Au bimetallic catalyst, a condition necessary to achieve high catalytic activity and selectivity.

A series of Pd catalysts supported on ordered mesoporous carbons [97] were prepared by surfactant templating and incipient wetness impregnation of ordered mesoporous carbons that were previously synthesized at different temperatures (T = 8, 15, 25, 35, and 45 °C). Conversion of hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide yield showed volcano-shaped behaviors as a function of the preparation temperature when halide and acid additives were present (Figure 5). The catalytic performance was found to be closely related to the palladium surface area. In an attempt to avoid acid additives, a series of palladium catalysts supported on heteropolyacids embedded in an ordered mesoporous carbon were prepared by incipient wetness impregnation and ion exchange methods and changing the heteropolyacid content (5, 10, 20, 30, and 40 wt %). Selectivity and yield for hydrogen peroxide showed again volcano-shaped behaviors with respect to the heteropolyacid content. It was observed that the hydrogen peroxide yield increased with increasing acidity of the catalyst. The latter, along with the capacity to control the surface area of the carbon support, was a key factor to improve the catalytic performance.

![Figure 5](#) Catalytic performance of Pd catalysts as a function of the preparation temperature (A) and the heteropolyacid content (B) according to Ref. 90. A: conversion (squares), yield (diamonds); B: selectivity (squares), yield (diamonds).
Ordered mesoporous carbons with a CMK-3 structure probed to be better supports for Pd-Au nanoparticles compared to non-ordered mesoporous carbon [98]. The pretreatment of both the supports with acid enhances the metal dispersion (2–3 nm) and promotes the gold enrichment of the smaller nanoparticles, decreasing H₂O₂ decomposition. The optimal composition corresponds to an Au/Pd ratio in wt % of 1. Selectivities up to 99% can be obtained.

TiO₂ was found a good support for Pd nanoclusters giving high selectivities towards H₂O₂ [99]. The possibility to use TiO₂ nanowires as supports was also investigated. Indeed, the performance of a support is strongly related not only to its crystalline phase and the extent of crystallinity but also to the surface structure of the material. In a number of practical applications, it has been shown that the performance of one-dimensional nanostructures (such as nanofiber-based materials) is competitive with (and in some cases outperforms) their conventional 0-dimensional counterparts (such as nanoparticle-based materials) [100]. However, their very high activity results mainly in the formation of water so that catalysts supported on TiO₂ nanoparticles turned out to give higher selectivity and higher TOF than the materials based on TiO₂ nanowires.

Strukul et al. [101] studied the effect of the textural properties (pore size distribution and wall thickness) of mesoporous silica supports such as MCM-41 and SBA-15 on the activity and selectivity of Pd-based catalysts, observing a correlation between the textural properties of the support and the catalytic activity of the examined samples. In the case of MCM-41, the samples show high activity but poor selectivity as well as poor stability. Because of the narrow pores (2.9 nm), only Pd nanoparticles of about 2 nm or less were observed inside the channels while a fraction of large Pd particles (large in weight but small in number) was found outside. The small Pd nanoparticles were very active due to the presence of highly energetic Pd sites (defects, edges and corners), but, somehow expectedly, caused a drop in selectivity because these energetic sites trigger H₂O generation through dissociative O₂ chemisorption. In addition, the thin wall thickness of the MCM-41 makes it poorly stable. The problems were solved with SBA-15 where the catalysts performed very well in terms of activity and selectivity. The relatively large pore size of SBA-15 is beneficial to obtain a catalyst with a suitably larger Pd average particle diameter (4.5 nm), a likely good compromise between a high dispersion and the presence of less energetic sites leading to high activity avoiding a drop in selectivity. Almost 90% of the palladium present was usefully located inside the pores. The relatively large pore size of the SBA-15 also allows an easy diffusion of reagents and products while the thicker wall thickness of the SBA-15 imparts a good mechanical stability and reusability.

In 2018, a series of Pd-Au catalysts supported on a mesoporous functionalized silica (SBA-15) was investigated [102]. Support functionalization was performed using different groups (SO₃H, NH₂ and SH) while the metal was introduced by ion exchange. Compared to a Pd-Au system over non-functionalized SBA-15, catalytic performance is improved upon functionalization, increasing hydrogen peroxide rate in sulfonated SBA-15 systems and reducing hydrogenation/decomposition activity by adding amine groups. Organic functional groups with acid-base properties acted as anchoring sites controlling both the dispersion of the metallic active phase as well as the oxidation state of gold and palladium species, present as Au⁺ and Pd²⁺. The presence of amine groups suppresses the support microporosity and probably influences the metal cluster size. Functionalization of a mesoporous silica SBA-15 support by means of mercapto/sulfonic groups allows controlling the Pd-Au dispersion and therefore the particle size distribution. The presence of oxidized Pd and Au centers are particularly important to depress the hydrogenation/decomposition activity. Again, the average metal particle size achieved in these samples was a good compromise between a high metal dispersion necessary for high catalytic activity and the presence of less energetic sites, on which O₂ can chemisorb without dissociation.

Pd (0.3 or 0.6 wt %) was supported also on zirconia promoted with rare earth oxides (Y₂O₃ and La₂O₃) [103]. These materials were chosen because of their capability to increase both the metal dispersion and the O₂ mobility (which favors the active metal activity). Larger Pd particles were obtained upon supports with smaller pore diameters. The larger Pd particles were more selective
towards hydrogen peroxide, again confirming that highly unsaturated sites, such as Pd atoms at corners or edges largely present on small particles, cleave the O–O bond, leading to water. The authors concluded that highly reducible supports giving larger metal particles are most desirable in the preparation of catalysts for the H$_2$O$_2$ direct synthesis.

In Table 2, we report a comparison among different Pd and Pd/Au catalysts dispersed on different supports. Among the large number of possible catalysts and supports reviewed above, we have deliberately chosen those tested under relatively similar conditions. As is clear from the table, even in this limited set of data, no support per se seems to impart special properties to the catalyst or seems to outperform the others in terms of promotion of activity and selectivity. Key features for supports seem to be the ability to increase Pd oxidation state and, to some extent, particle size, two factors that for the reasons exposed above improve the catalyst performance.

Table 2. The performance of some Pd and Pd/Au catalysts on different supports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Phase</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>P (bar)</th>
<th>Activity mol/Kg$_{M_h}$</th>
<th>Productivity mol/Kg$_M$</th>
<th>Sel (%)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5% Pd</td>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>MeO/H$_2$SO$_4$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>28,000</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5% Pd + 2.5% Au</td>
<td>carbon</td>
<td>MeOH/H$_2$O</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5% Pd + 2.5% Au</td>
<td>A CMK-3 C</td>
<td>MeOH/HCl</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5% Pd + 2.5% Au</td>
<td>SBA15</td>
<td>MeOH/H$_2$SO$_4$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2% Pd + 1.8% Au</td>
<td>SBA15-NH$_2$-SO$_3$H</td>
<td>MeOH/H$_2$O</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3% Pd</td>
<td>ZrCeLaO$_x$</td>
<td>MeOH</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3759</td>
<td>18,796</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend for supports: A CMK-3 C acid pre-treated CMK-3 carbon; SBA15-NH$_2$-SO$_3$H is a SBA15 functionalized with both -SO$_3$H and -NH$_2$ organic groups; ZrCeLaO$_x$ is a mixed ZrO$_2$/CeO$_2$/La$_2$O$_3$ 77.5/17.5/5 oxide.

5. Effect of the Acidity

From the above discussion, it already appears that the acidity of the support, either intrinsic or induced by post treatment, is a key issue and has been the subject of intensive research. Since the early days of research in this area [16], the use of media containing acids and/or halide promoters has been a common practice both to stabilize the hydrogen peroxide produced and to improve the catalyst performance. This, however, implies some corrosion problems, especially in view of possible applications on a large scale, and the use of these additives should be avoided as much as possible. This is why a large variety of acidic supports have been tested in H$_2$O$_2$ synthesis, especially in recent years [104–110].

Park and Fierro et al. [99,111–115] studied the performance of Pd catalysts supported on silica functionalized with sulfonic groups and found that the SO$_3$H functional groups not only can promote the generation of H$_2$O$_2$ but also make it possible for the process to be operated using less inorganic acid, thus reducing reactor corrosion and the loss of active metal. The role of sulfonic groups was tested also in the case of sulfonated cation exchange polystyrene resins. Catalysts prepared by anchoring Pd$^{2+}$ ions onto these organic supports were particularly effective with methanol as a solvent [114]. Lee and coworkers [115] operated the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide in continuous by using SO$_3$H functional resin as catalyst support, and the concentration of the H$_2$O$_2$ solution reached 9.9 wt %. The high performance of these catalytic systems results from the ability of the sulfonic acid groups of the resin to interact with and stabilize the Pd$^{2+}$ ions without further reduction to metallic palladium [116].

Edwards et al. [11,117] systematically reviewed the use of acidic supports and pointed out that the isoelectric point of the support was a key factor in the stabilization of H$_2$O$_2$ under reaction conditions. Supports with low isoelectric points such as carbon materials are beneficial for the stabilization of
H₂O₂. In particular, supports that have lower isoelectric points, such as carbon, provide much lower rates of H₂O₂ degradation than those catalysts utilizing a support of higher isoelectric points such as magnesium oxide. The same group found that their best catalyst was a bimetallic Pd-Au deposited on HNO₃ or HOAc washed carbon [49,54,56,118]. The second best support being CeO₂, even if in this case the monometallic catalyst was more productive than the bimetallic one but to the detriment of selectivity that was much lower (43%).

Similarly, Pd-Au catalysts prepared by incipient wetness co-impregnation on different supports have been compared [119]. The productivity follows the trend: Pd-Au/SiO₂ ≈ Pd-Au/sulfated ZrO₂ > Pd-Au/ZrO₂ ≫ Pd-Au/ CeO₂ ≈ Pd-Au/sulfated CeO₂. The presence of Pd-Au alloy particles has been observed on all samples and their characterization indicate that there is an effect of the acidity of the support on both morphology and size of the bimetallic phase. More specifically, the more acidic was the support, the larger was the size. However, HRTEM and DR UV-Vis spectroscopic analysis showed that only Pd-Au/SiO₂, Pd-Au/sulfated ZrO₂ and Pd-Au/ZrO₂ contain bimetallic particles exposing the active less energetic sites. In contrast, the small bimetallic nanoparticles observed on ceria expose only more energetic sites responsible for the formation of water.

Among solid acid supports, regularly cited examples include acidic supports such as MoO₃ on zirconia, V₂O₅ on zirconia, supported sulfuric acid catalysts [120,121] and fluorinated alumina [20]. It is known that mixed metal oxides such as SiO₂-Al₂O₃ and SiO₂-ZrO₂ can have higher surface area and larger surface acidity than pure metal oxides. Park and co-workers [110] investigated the use of TiO₂-ZrO₂ as a support in the synthesis of H₂O₂. A number of catalysts were produced varying the ZrO₂ content. A volcano shaped trend with respect to the ZrO₂ content was observed, with the catalyst having 75 mol% ZrO₂ showing the largest surface area as well as the largest surface acidity and the highest H₂O₂ yield (ca. 6.5%).

Some authors [122] investigated doped mesoporous SBA-15 catalysts demonstrating that the use of Al as dopant leads to an enhancement in catalytic productivity and selectivity. This was attributed to an increase in the number of Bronsted acid sites in the support framework.

Park and co-workers [104] compared a series of Pd/H-ZSM-5 supported catalysts with varying Si/Al ratio to investigate the effect of the Brønsted/Lewis acid sites ratio. By increasing this ratio, the yield of H₂O₂ also increases with an effect equivalent to adding a strong acid additive to the reaction solution. Indeed, the catalyst exhibiting the largest Bronsted acidity (30/1 Bronsted/Lewis acid sites ratio) provided also the highest H₂O₂ yield.

Sun et al. [123] demonstrated that the Keggin-type heteropolyacid tungstophosphoric acid can be utilised as a support for Pd to produce an active catalyst without the need of acidic promoters. It was shown that this Pd only catalyst showed larger selectivity towards H₂O₂ compared to more conventional Pd only catalysts.

Similar results were observed by Park et al. in Pd exchanged heteropolyacid catalysts using various alkaline metal ions [109]. It was found that the catalyst incorporating Cs showed the highest rates of conversion and overall H₂O₂ yield with respect to those incorporating K and Rb. Further studies by the same group on a series of Pd/heteropolyacid with varying Cs content [124] showed that the most acidic catalyst tested was also the best performing one. Similar results were observed also when Cs-exchanged heteropolyacids were embedded on a Pd supported on a mesostructured cellular foam silica catalyst finding a correlation between yield of H₂O₂ and acidity of the catalyst. Hutchings and co-workers have investigated Pd–Au catalysts both exchanged with and supported on Cs-containing heteropolyacids [107] and evaluated these catalysts for the direct synthesis of H₂O₂ over a range of reaction conditions. When compared to the previously reported highly effective Pd-Au catalyst on activated carbon or metal oxide supports under conditions that are more favorable for the environment and the process economics, both the exchanged and supported Pd-Au heteropolyacid catalysts resulted in being much more active.
The use of acidic supports such as e.g., zirconium oxide [125] and niobium oxide [126] for the preparation of catalysts used in the direct synthesis of H₂O₂ has been the subject of some industrial patents where improved selectivity and activity were reported.

The issue concerning the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of the support was also addressed in some papers. Fu et al. [127] reported that Pd deposited on hydrophilic supports is very efficient for H₂O₂ decomposition. However, H₂O₂ decomposition was slowed down when Pd was deposited on a hydrophobic support and then mixed with a small amount of Pd free hydrophilic component. Several patents [128,129] also indicated that Pd catalysts supported on materials having an intermediate philicity character (e.g., fluorinated carbon) are suitable for the direct synthesis of H₂O₂ because of their low activity for H₂O₂ decomposition.

The examples reported above and Table 3 demonstrate beyond any doubt the beneficial effect of an acid environment on the selectivity towards hydrogen peroxide, this being associated with a stabilization of the newly formed H₂O₂ on the catalyst surface (Figure 6). On this view, there is a general agreement as it is quite well known that hydrogen peroxide is more stable at low pH (commercial H₂O₂ solutions are stabilized with sulfuric acid). However, the role of acidity could be more complex and include also some complementary explanations. For example, an influence of the acid support material on the electronic structure of the metal particle, as suggested by several authors [130–133]. Acidic supports normally increase the electron deficiency on the noble metal [130,134] and this modified electronic structure may influence the chemisorption of reactants and consequently the catalytic properties of the metal particles. Moreover, Sachtler and coworkers, studying a series of Pd catalysts supported on different zeolites, suggested the formation of metal-proton adducts on Brønsted acidic sites [135,136], very active in protonating hydrocarbons such as neopentane. These Pd-proton adducts may have also an active role in hydrogen peroxide synthesis, e.g., protonating surface peroxides as was suggested by Abate et al. some years ago [137].

Table 3. The effect of the acidity of different supports on Pd catalysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active Phases</th>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Temp (°C)</th>
<th>P (bar)</th>
<th>Activity (mol/Kg.h)</th>
<th>Productivity (mol/Kg.h)</th>
<th>Sel (%)</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.45% Pd</td>
<td>HZSM-5-30</td>
<td>MeOH/NaBr</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.97% Pd</td>
<td>SiO₂-SO₃H</td>
<td>MeOH/HBr</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>11,340</td>
<td>22,680</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.49% Pd</td>
<td>PS-SO₃H</td>
<td>MeOH/HBr</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10,385</td>
<td>20,770</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1% Pd</td>
<td>C₅₇,H₃,PW₁₂,O₄₀</td>
<td>EtOH</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7650</td>
<td>30,600</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend for supports: SiO₂-SO₃H sulfonic acid-functionalized silica; PS-SO₃H sulfonated-polystyrene resins; C₅₇,H₃,PW₁₂,O₄₀ phosphotungstate heteropolyacid cesium salt.

Figure 6. The role of support acidity in stabilizing H₂O₂ and promoting H₂O₂ formation. Mesopores facilitate H₂O₂ back-diffusion decreasing the probability of decomposition.
6. Effect of Halide Promoters

The use of halide anions (F⁻, Cl⁻, Br⁻, I⁻) as promoters has long been recognized to improve the activity and/or selectivity in the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide. Their incorporation has been achieved either by impregnating the halide ions into the supported Pd catalysts [138–141] or via the deposition of halide ions onto the support prior to the deposition of Pd [31–33,140,142].

Already in 1993, Hiramatsu et al. [120] disclosed that halogen ions could be adsorbed into supported Pd catalysts by impregnation with a halogen source. Choudhary et al. [143] claimed that incorporating two halogens in a Pd catalyst can create a strong synergistic effect, thus increasing H₂O₂ productivity. The first halogen is generally bromine while the second halogen can be either fluorine or chlorine.

Strukul et al. [33] investigated the catalytic performance of Pd catalysts supported on SO₄²⁻, Cl⁻, F⁻, and Br⁻ doped zirconia in H₂O₂ synthesis under mild conditions (20 °C, 1 bar). It was found that a doped support could generally improve the production rate and the selectivity towards H₂O₂, especially in methanol as solvent. Best overall H₂O₂ selectivities were observed with F⁻ and Br⁻ dopants, followed by SO₄²⁻, then by Cl⁻ and the non-doped sample. By using kinetic analysis, it was observed that the rate constants for the undesired H₂O₂ hydrogenation were about the same for the SO₄²⁻, F⁻, and Br⁻ doped samples as well as for the non-doped sample, meaning that the undesired hydrogenation of H₂O₂ is affected more by the acidity of the environment and to a lesser extent by the doping anions, in agreement with the observation of Lunsford et al. [32]. Hence, the selectivity difference among the various samples is determined essentially by the competition between H₂O₂ and H₂O direct formations. Cl⁻ doping leads to the highest H₂O₂ formation constant, but, at the same time, the maximum rate towards H₂O generation, thus resulting in bad selectivity.

Lee and coworkers compared the results of hydrogen peroxide synthesis using Pd nanocatalysts of varying sizes with bromide additives [144]. Regardless of the presence of bromide additives, hydrogen peroxide selectivity was found to increase. The bromide ions were selectively adsorbed at the water-forming energetic sites, thereby enhancing hydrogen peroxide selectivity. This effect was verified by demonstrating that, as the ratio of energetic/less energetic sites increased, the number of bromide ions being adsorbed increased, thus outweighing the effect of the nanoparticle size. In addition to the steric shielding effect of the energetic sites, according to Choudhary et al., the adsorbed halide species also alter the electronic state of the Pd atoms [145,146]. These authors proposed a reaction mechanism where electron charges donated from the adsorbed bromide ion is transferred through the Pd to the adsorbed oxygen molecule, which in turn reacts with a proton to form a hydrogen peroxide molecule [147]. Generally, halide ions are added in the form of alkali salts (e.g., KCl, KBr, NaCl, and NaBr) or acid (HCl, HBr, etc.). The cations (K⁺, Na⁺, Cs⁺, etc.) from the alkali salts have no effect on hydrogen peroxide synthesis [148].

7. Effect of Other Promoters

Abate et al. [149–151] studied Pd and Pd-Au catalysts supported on carbon nanotubes finding that N doped carbon nanotube supports favor the dispersion and stability of Pd nanoparticles, thus improving the H₂O₂ formation rate. In addition, these authors postulated that the introduction of N functional groups would also increase the acidity of the catalyst surface, thereby leading to a stabilization of H₂O₂.

The surface electrostatic properties of TiO₂ can be largely modulated by nitrogen doping. Miyauchi et al. [152] observed a negative shift of the zeta potential and a decreased isoelectric point (IEP) in nitrogen-doped TiO₂. This result was confirmed by Li et al. [153], claiming a decreased IEP of N-TiO₂ with respect to commercial TiO₂. This observation suggest that nitrogen-doped TiO₂ could be a better support for Pd and Pd-Au based catalysts, favoring the H₂O₂ direct synthesis by virtue of its lower IEP. Moreover, it is known that acid additives inhibit the formation of water, but also cause reactor corrosion and leaching of active metal from the catalyst. Still, the presence of atomic nitrogen within the support framework enhances the surface acidity of the catalyst, so that the use
of inorganic acids in solution can be minimized. Taking into consideration all the mentioned aspects, N-doped TiO$_2$ is a promising support to develop Pd based catalysts active in the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide.

N-doped materials gave rise to a higher selectivity than the parent undoped materials for Pd samples supported on both TiO$_2$ nanoparticles vs. TiO$_2$ nanowires as support. This is apparently due to the synthetic procedure, leading to larger Pd nanoparticles that are unable to dissociate the O$_2$ molecule [154].

Hutchings et al. [155], by using an insoluble heteropolyacid support in water as the solvent, studied the effect of some metal ions (Cs$^+$, Rb$^+$, K$^+$ and Ag$^+$) finding that Cs$^+$ and Rb$^+$ containing catalysts were extremely active for H$_2$O$_2$ synthesis.

Gudarzi et al. [156] studied the factors affecting the catalytic decomposition of H$_2$O$_2$ and found that carbon supports containing carboxylic functional groups can stabilize H$_2$O$_2$ in solution and reduce its decomposition and hydrogenation. Nevertheless, carbon materials have another problem: excess surface COOH functional groups are unfavorable to H$_2$O$_2$ synthesis because they increase the hydrophilicity of the support, thus triggering the decomposition of H$_2$O$_2$ on the surface of the catalyst.

8. Influence of Surface Morphology

The effects of nanoscale modifications of Pd catalysts on the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide have been recently reviewed [81]. Application of nanotechnology techniques to the development of an effective catalyst can operate in two directions: (i) on the morphology and size control of the metal nanoparticles to enhance selectivity towards hydrogen peroxide formation and (ii) on the immobilization of the as synthesized nanocatalyst to minimize active metal loss during the reaction.

Indeed, it is not the support surface area but rather the morphology and surface composition of active components that play a key role in controlling the activity/selectivity of a catalyst system. This was shown unequivocally for example by comparing a Pd-Au catalyst supported on a 40 m$^2$/g TiO$_2$ to a 2.0 m$^2$/g rutile-TiO$_2$ supported one where the former was found to be less active for H$_2$O$_2$ formation than the latter.

In some studies, colloidal Pd was found to be mainly responsible for H$_2$O$_2$ formation either using a Pd/silica catalyst or PdCl$_2$ as a salt in an acidic (HCl) solution but carrying out the reaction at a relatively high hydrogen to oxygen ratio of 1:2 [157]. In the latter case, the Pd colloid forms under reducing conditions in the acidic solution. Evidence for claiming the role of colloidal Pd came from comparing the formation rates of H$_2$O$_2$ in the presence of the supported catalyst and after its removal from the reaction solution. TEM provided evidence for the presence of colloidal Pd in solution, both when using Pd/silica and PdCl$_2$. Similarly, size-controlled nanocolloidal Pd-Au (particle size between 2 and 8 nm) was reported to be a highly active and selective catalyst for H$_2$O$_2$ formation in an acidic solution containing NaCl and H$_2$SO$_4$ [60]. A higher activity was observed than with Pd-Au supported on rutile-type TiO$_2$.

A core–shell structured Pd-SiO$_2$ catalyst was synthesized by encapsulating Pd nanocrystals grafted on silica nanobeads with a porous silica shell [158]. The production rate of H$_2$O$_2$ significantly increased when using a mesoporous shell catalyst rather than a microporous one of similar shell thickness. A thinner thickness resulted in being more favorable in terms of pore-diffusion rate. However, the shell thickness must be adjusted because a very thin shell layer cannot protect the core Pd crystals from sintering. Under ambient reaction conditions, a hydrogen peroxide production rate of 1120 mmol H$_2$O$_2$/gPd·h was observed.

In 2017, by combining density functional theory (DFT) calculations and Sabatier analysis, a strategy was proposed to design more efficient Pd-based nanocatalysts [83]. The average number of valence electron of Pd-shell atoms (actually tuned by dopants) was identified as the intrinsic factor for controlling the activity and selectivity of the nanocatalysts. Dopants with suitable electronegativity can adjust the valence electrons of Pd-shell atoms to an optimal range to simultaneously enhance
the activity and selectivity of the nanocluster. With this strategy, Pd-W, Pd-Pb, Au-Pd-W, Au-Pd-Pb, Au-Pd-Mo, and Au-Pd-Ru were predicted as potentially good candidates.

To achieve high activity and selectivity for a long reaction time, not only the active and selective state of the catalyst but also its dynamic transformations under the reaction conditions need to be identified. Accordingly, catalyst formulations with “sacrificial supports” that during reaction enable the regeneration of the active and selective state have a high potential for improving catalyst lifetime and reducing the metal loading [159]. Accordingly, the development of Pd on carbon nitride catalyst was investigated. With respect to N-containing carbon nanotubes, carbon nitrides provide a higher concentration of N sites, a flexible network of \(\pi\)-conjugated polymeric subunits with sp\(^3\) linking subunits, and a flake like morphology with high exposure of reactive C edge terminations. This results in a more effective kinetic stabilization of the electronically modified Pd species. Strong chemical interaction of Pd with N species and surface protection by carbonaceous impurities are the factors explaining the stable performance of these materials. Structurally optimized carbon nitrides enable lowering of Pd loading and increasing catalyst lifetime.

A further issue arises from the low H\(_2\) and O\(_2\) concentrations required to be outside the explosion limits and operate safely. Under these reaction conditions, the achievement of acceptable reaction rates and the minimization of the side oxidation reaction to water require the use of high pressures. Reactors necessary to operate on a medium-large scale, however, remain intrinsically unsafe, an aspect that represents a critical unsolved question. Recently, the use of specially designed membranes has attracted considerable interest because it provides a promising approach to overcoming, at least in principle, the problems of safety and selectivity [75]. The reason is that, by using membrane materials as the support to prepare membrane catalysts, H\(_2\)O\(_2\) can be synthesized without direct contact between H\(_2\) and O\(_2\). In this respect, already ten years ago Strukul and coworkers prepared supported Pd, Pd-Pt and Pd-Ag membrane catalysts using porous alumina film, porous alumina tube or porous ceramic tube as the support [49,137]. In principle, H\(_2\) dissociates over metal active sites into hydrogen atoms that can penetrate the membrane catalyst and react with O\(_2\) on the other side of the membrane to form H\(_2\)O\(_2\). At present, the main problem of membrane catalysts is their low reaction efficiency caused by the low rate of mass transfer. The performance of membrane catalysts in H\(_2\)O\(_2\) synthesis can be improved by surface decoration and modification [160–166].

As to the Pd nanoparticle morphology, hydrogen peroxide synthesis at different Pd facets has been investigated using DFT simulations [121,167]. In fact, different crystal surfaces differ in the interatomic distances between Pd atoms, yielding different interaction for the adsorption/desorption of species such as oxygen and hydrogen. However, there is still no agreement on which facet is more favorable for hydrogen peroxide formation. Tian et al. reported that the Pd \{111\} facet promotes hydrogen peroxide formation, whereas the \{100\} and \{110\} facets promote water formation [168]. These researchers explained that, at Pd \{100\} and \{110\} facets, there is a bond weakening that causes the O–O bond to stretch from 0.124 to 0.413 nm. At the \{111\} facet, the magnitude of the bond weakening is significantly smaller and the O–O bond stretches only to 0.137 nm, accounting for the non-dissociative adsorption of O\(_2\) and a higher selectivity toward hydrogen peroxide.

Also by DFT calculations, Deguchi et al. [47] found that the adsorption energies of H\(_2\), O\(_2\), H\(_2\)O\(_2\), and HBr were larger on coordinatively more unsaturated sites (such as corners and edges) than on more saturated sites such as a \{111\} facet. The energy profiles of the H\(_2\) + O\(_2\) reaction suggested that H\(_2\)O\(_2\) would be smoothly produced on more saturated sites such as the \{111\} facet. On the contrary, the formation of H\(_2\)O and the decomposition of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) would be preferred on more unsaturated sites such as corners and edges. The opposite conclusion was drawn by Zhou et al. who reported that the \{110\} facet is favorable for hydrogen peroxide formation while the \{100\} and \{111\} facets are favorable for water formation [121].

Based on experimental evidence, Lee et al. demonstrated a shape-dependent catalytic activity of palladium nanoparticles for the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide [169]. They investigated silica-supported nanocubes and nanoctahedrons prepared by a colloidal method. Pd octahedrons were
synthesized via seed-mediated growth of the corresponding nanocubes, where the morphology could be altered to that of a cuboctahedron, truncated octahedron, and octahedron, in series. The cubes and octahedrons were enclosed by (100) and (111) facets, respectively. In activity tests, the Pd octahedron presented higher hydrogen peroxide selectivity and productivity than the Pd cube. It was therefore suggested that the Pd (111) facet is more active than the Pd (100) facet in direct hydrogen peroxide synthesis.

A schematization of the most structure representative images of the catalysts is reported in Figure 7.

As far as the Pd particle size is concerned, a decrease in size and thus an increase in the specific Pd surface area are positively correlated with reactant conversion and product yield. This, however, decreases the selectivity towards hydrogen peroxide [93]. Pd surface active sites are classified either as energetic (on corners, edges, or defects) or less energetic (on terraces) depending on the degree of unsaturation. Highly unsaturated energetic sites containing a high number of available valence orbitals imply a preference for dissociative dioxygen chemisorption, leading to water formation and low hydrogen peroxide selectivity. Conversely, less energetic sites with a lower degree of unsaturation would exhibit selective catalytic activity towards hydrogen peroxide formation.

This point was clearly demonstrated by Lee et al. on their Pd nanocubes and nanoctahedrons of varying size, as they observed [144] that a larger Pd nanoparticle size, despite the decrease in specific surface area leading to lower hydrogen conversion, having fewer energetic sites, offers higher hydrogen peroxide selectivity. These authors suggested that selective blocking of energetic sites on Pd nanocatalysts can increase hydrogen peroxide selectivity.

The stability of Pd nanoparticles is another important issue that must be addressed in order to realize sustainable operations. Loss of metal after hydrogen peroxide synthesis, ranging from 25 to 77 wt %, was reported by Lee and coworkers [169–171]. Pd nanoparticles are removed from the support structure by physical detachment and/or chemical leaching. Choudhary and Samanta reported significant Pd chemical leaching from the catalyst when using phosphoric acid as promoter in concentration over 0.3 M. Chemically induced leaching was spectroscopically confirmed by observing a loss of uniform morphology of Pd nanoparticles [147]. On the other hand, physical detachment of nanoparticles from silica with no evidence of chemical leaching was confirmed by Kim et al. through TEM and XRD analyses when using phosphoric acid in concentration below 0.3 M [115,169]. In order to improve retention of the Pd nanoparticle, the core@shell structure is being actively studied [172–174].
In this structure, Pd nanoparticles are enclosed by an oxide shell during catalyst preparation, and, in the subsequent calcination, the surfactant (or polymer) used for this purpose is incinerated, creating pores while at the same time preserving the core metal size even at high calcination temperatures (Figure 8). This peculiar structure physically encloses the Pd nanoparticles to help prevent physical detachment, thus enhancing stability during reaction. Several oxides have been used as shell, namely SiO$_2$, TiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$, ZnO, SnO$_2$, Cu$_2$O, Fe$_2$O$_3$, Fe$_3$O$_4$ and CeO$_2$ [175–187]. SiO$_2$ is a popular choice because of the relative ease of synthesis while its low isoelectric point promotes hydrogen peroxide production rate [185]. Lee et al. demonstrated superior catalytic performance of nanoparticles in the core@shell structure (Pd@SiO$_2$, 554 mmol H$_2$O$_2$/gPd h) over that observed on a conventional support (Pd/SiO$_2$, 267 mmol H$_2$O$_2$/gPd h) [183]. Additionally, the Pd loss was reduced to only 5%.

![Figure 8. The process of core@shell structure formation.](image1)

From the above discussion on the effects of promoters and surface morphology, the overall emerging framework indicates manifold, often intermingled, roles that contribute to define the catalyst activity and selectivity. In trying to summarize those aspects on which there seems to be a general consensus, we can name the following (Figure 9): (i) the active metal should be present in medium-sized particles (5–15 nm) as a good compromise between activity and selectivity and to avoid the presence of highly coordinatively unsaturated (defective) metal sites; (ii) promoters generally acts as poison for the defective sites, thereby increasing hydrogen peroxide selectivity; (iii) they may increase the acidity of the support stabilizing hydrogen peroxide and (iv) they can act as donors anchoring the metal to the support, thus preventing sintering, leaching and/or physical detachment.

![Figure 9. Roles of surface morphology and additives.](image2)

9. Effect of Synthetic Methods

Given the importance of the active phase morphology on the outcome of the reaction, the preparation method with which the metal(s) are introduced into the support becomes a critical issue in defining the activity and selectivity properties of the catalyst, hence impacting differently the formation of hydrogen peroxide vs. its decomposition. Different authors generally try to achieve
catalysts with differently sized active phase particles in order to study the influence of Pd particle dimensions both on the synthesis and on the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Moreover, the methodology adopted will try to reduce the defective Pd sites that seem to be responsible for hydrogen peroxide decomposition trying to conjugate high activity with high selectivity. As will be clear in the afterwards, many authors have found significant differences depending on the synthetic methodology chosen, but to date a general trend to be recommended does not seem to emerge.

In general, a homogeneous distribution of the active phase on the support has been the most common synthetic approach. However, since H₂O₂ formation occurs in a three-phase system, other models of distribution were investigated such as catalysts prepared with the active phase concentrated only on the surface layers of the support (egg-shell catalysts) or with a subsurface distribution (egg-white). Catalysts are prepared with different metal loading (0.1–10%) and through different deposition techniques, specifically: (i) wet impregnation; (ii) incipient wetness impregnation (or “dry” impregnation); (iii) deposition–precipitation.

Menegazzo et al. found [119] that the effect of gold addition to Pd in enhancing the yield of H₂O₂ is sensitive to the preparation method. In particular, the best catalytic results in terms of both productivity and selectivity were obtained co-impregnating Pd and Au on SiO₂ rather than introducing the active components in sequence (first Au then Pd and vice versa). The HRTEM and TPR (Temperature Programmed Reductions) made it evident that the choice of the preparation method, i.e., incipient wetness (IW) co-impregnation rather than IW consecutive impregnations, is crucial for determining the morphology of the metallic active phase that strongly affects the catalytic performance in terms of both conversion and selectivity. The presence of a Pd-Au phase able to guarantee the availability of less energetic sites able to activate the oxygen molecule without dissociation can explain the catalytic performance of Pd-Au/SiO₂ catalysts.

Sterchele et al. [184] investigated the effect of metal precursor reduction with different reducing agents on Pd-Au and Pd-Pt catalysts finding that formaldehyde, compared to hydrogen, could improve the activity and selectivity of Pd-Au and Pd-Pt catalysts.

Furthermore, acid and heat treatments on carbon supports can significantly improve the reaction performance of carbon supported catalysts. Hutchings and coworkers [57] found that, by using acid pretreated carbon materials, highly dispersed Au-Pd bimetallic catalysts could be prepared thus obtaining high H₂O₂ selectivity. Solsona et al. [98] also found that, by using acid pretreated orderly mesoporous carbon, the size of the Pd-Au alloy could be reduced to about 2 nm and the selectivity of H₂O₂ reached 99%. Moreover, Hutchings and coworkers [186,187] found that heat treatment (post-process) can improve the metal (Pd-Au) particle dispersion and morphology in carbon supported catalysts, thus improving their stability and recycling performance.

According to the same authors [54,56], the supported Au catalysts prepared by impregnation are more effective than the corresponding Au catalysts prepared by co-precipitation or deposition–precipitation. These authors also investigated [187] the preparation method and loading sequence of bimetallic catalysts finding that the Pd-Au/ZrO₂ catalyst prepared first by Au deposition precipitation followed by Pd incipient wetness impregnation has a higher Pd content and better performance in H₂O₂ synthesis. They also reported that much higher H₂O₂ yields could be obtained with the non-calcined Pd-Au supported catalysts as compared with the corresponding calcined (at 400 °C) sample [52,54]. However, non-calcined catalysts are poorly stable towards leaching of both Au and Pd and cannot be reused successfully.

The same authors prepared Pd-Au bimetallic particles on both activated carbon and TiO₂ supports with Pd[Au] (Pd-shell/Au-core) and Au[Pd] (Au-shell/Pd-core) morphologies by colloid immobilization technique [187]. It was found that, compared to the standard Pd-Au catalysts made by simultaneous addition and reduction of both metal precursors (in this case Au and Pd are randomly alloyed), both the Pd[Au] and Au[Pd] core–shell catalysts showed lower catalytic activity that could be caused by a high rate of H₂O₂ hydrogenation reaction.
Seo et al. investigated Pd@SiO$_2$ core-shell catalysts observing a higher yield of hydrogen peroxide than traditionally supported Pd/SiO$_2$ samples [183]. A volcano curve was observed for hydrogen peroxide production rate as a function of the shell thickness. When using catalysts with thin shells, the small exposed Pd surface area resulted in a lower hydrogen conversion and a lower hydrogen peroxide production rate. On the other hand, when the shell was thick, hydrogen conversion rate sharply decreased due to increased mass transfer resistance. Catalysts with intermediate shell thicknesses achieved high hydrogen conversion and hydrogen peroxide yield, owing to a better Pd specific surface area. The thinner the shell, the better for hydrogen peroxide synthesis, but a minimum thickness is necessary to achieve the maximum Pd specific surface area in the core-shell synthesis process.

Enhanced stability of the catalyst nanoparticles by adopting the core@shell structure is accompanied by restricted access of the reactant molecules to the Pd surface. The core@shell structure embeds the catalyst nanoparticle and the Pd area on which reactions can occur is reduced relative to the bare Pd catalyst. In order to overcome this limitation, a special type of a core@shell configuration, a core@void@shell structure, better known as a ‘yolk@shell,’ can be applied. Lee’s group prepared yolk@shell nanocatalysts using a method consisted of the following four steps: (i) Pd nanoparticle synthesis; (ii) a first encapsulation with SiO$_2$ to prepare Pd@SiO$_2$; (iii) a second encapsulation with ZrO$_2$ to prepare Pd@SiO$_2@ZrO_2$; and (iv) etching of the silica layer from Pd@SiO$_2@ZrO_2$ with KOH solution [188]. Compared to Pd@SiO$_2$, the as-synthesized Pd@void@ZrO$_2$ catalyst has a 160% increase in the exposed specific Pd surface area and a remarkable 120% increase in hydrogen peroxide production.

Pd core–silica shell catalysts (PdX@SiO$_2$, X = KBr, CTAB, SC) were prepared with and without the addition of three different functional molecules, potassium bromide (KBr), cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) and sodium citrate dihydrate (SC), using a reverse micelle method [189]. The addition of functional molecules has a significant impact on the performance of the catalysts, and the H$_2$O$_2$ selectivity and productivity follow the order: PdKBr@SiO$_2$ > PdCTAB@SiO$_2$ > Pd@SiO$_2$ > PdSC@SiO$_2$. Among the prepared catalysts, the catalyst PdKBr@SiO$_2$ had the highest H$_2$O$_2$ selectivity (98%) and productivity (716 mmol gPd$^{-1}$ h$^{-1}$). The reason for this was that the Br$^-$ of KBr can be easily selectively adsorbed on the coordinately unsaturated sites of the Pd particle surface, which could decrease the energy of the Pd surface and restrain side reactions by inhibiting the O–O bond cleavage of O$_2$ and H$_2$O$_2$. Moreover, the catalyst PdKBr@SiO$_2$ has better stability and recyclability than the conventional supported catalyst Pd/SiO$_2$. TEM characterization shows that the addition of functional molecules can reduce the particle size of Pd particles, and the particle size of Pd follows the order: Pd > PdCTAB > PdKBr > PdSC.

Recently, ligand-modified palladium nanoparticles [190] capped with hexadecyl-2-hydroxyethyl-dimethylammonium dihydrogen phosphate (HHDMA) ligand and deposited on a carbon carrier probed useful to catalyze the direct synthesis of H$_2$O$_2$. The selectivity increases by increasing the amount of HHDMA on the surface, from 10% for naked nanoparticles up to 80% for modified nanoparticles. The catalyst remained stable over five consecutive reaction runs, owing to the high resistance towards leaching of the ligand because of its bond with the metal surface. DFT attributed this behavior to the adsorption mode of the reaction intermediates on the metal surface. According to the authors, whereas they lie flat in the absence of the organic shell, their electrostatic interaction with the ligand result in a unique vertical configuration, which prevents further dissociation and over-hydrogenation.

In 2018, a Pd/C catalyst was synthesized by selective adsorption deposition, in which a cationic palladium precursor such as [Pd(NH$_3$)$_4$]Cl$^+$ was selectively adsorbed on a negatively charged activated carbon surface and subsequently slowly converted to palladium hydroxide with urea [191]. The formation of ultra-small and monodispersed Pd nanoparticles with a high Pd$^{2+}$/Pd$^0$ ratio resulted in high initial H$_2$O$_2$ productivity (8606 mmol H$_2$O$_2$/gPd h) and selectivity (95.1%). These values, under
the same reaction conditions, were 12 and 7.1 times higher, respectively, than those of a Pd/C catalyst prepared by a conventional deposition–precipitation method.

Hu et al. [192] found that, in comparison with other carbon supports, graphitized carbon support can improve the selectivity to H₂O₂, and the authors attributed that to the high degree of structural order graphitized.

Other less traditional methods have been used. Mori et al. [193,194] reported that the activity of Pd-Au/Ti-MCM-41 and nanoscale Pd/CsHPA/SiO₂ (CsHPA: heteropoly acid cesium salt) catalysts prepared by light deposition with a high pressure mercury lamp was much better than that prepared by simple deposition. The authors thought that, under illumination, optical excitation sites of the support materials can interact with metal precursors to form smaller metal nanoparticles.

Howe et al. [195] used a one pot microwave synthesis of highly stable AuPd@Pd supported nanoparticles. These particles have a core–shell structure and can be quickly prepared. The catalysts probed maintaining activity for four reaction cycles.

Pd catalysts supported on TiO₂ and SiO₂ were prepared by a sonochemical method [196]. By this technique, a homogeneous and small size nucleation is often reported, and oxygen vacancies in TiO₂ are reported to be strong adsorption sites for Pd nucleation. This synergistic effect resulted in a high Pd surface area for TiO₂ supported sample, owing to small particle nucleation at oxygen vacancies. On the contrary, sonochemically prepared Pd/SiO₂ showed a very low Pd dispersion and a large Pd particle size. In the direct synthesis of H₂O₂, sonochemical Pd/TiO₂ demonstrated a quite high yield (16%) but a reduction in H₂O₂ selectivity due to electron exchange between Pd and TiO₂, which led to an electron-rich state of Pd, as explained by XPS.

A hierarchically porous Pd/SiO₂ catalyst was synthesized by combination of miniemulsion polymerisation in water to prepare a Pd-containing latex template and sol-gel synthesis in controlled conditions to tailor the silica porosity [197]. The method consists (Figure 10) in the preparation of a styrene miniemulsion containing an organometallic Pd-precursor soluble within the monomer droplets. Then, the emulsion polymerization of styrene takes place, leading to the transformation of the monomer droplets into Pd-containing polymer particles. Subsequently, this hybrid Pd-polystyrene latex is used as template for the sol-gel synthesis under controlled conditions to modulate the final silica matrix porosity. After removal of the polystyrene template, the obtained material presented a hierarchical porosity (micro-, meso- and macropores) and an average surface area of 711 m² g⁻¹.

![Figure 10](image_url). A schematic representation of the synthetic protocol for the preparation of hierarchically porous Pd/SiO₂ catalysts.

This novel synthetic protocol allowed the preparation of silica-supported Pd catalysts, controlling the support hierarchical porosity and the preferential location of the Pd nanoparticles in the macropores. This material was then evaluated in the direct synthesis of H₂O₂, either after calcination or after calcination and reduction pre-treatment, exhibiting structural resistance at the reaction conditions and a stable selectivity (46%). No mass transfer limitations inside the catalyst particles were observed in a slurry batch reactor as long as the particles remain under 30 μm. This material with hierarchical
porosity could potentially be used in larger particles in e.g., fixed bed reactors or in thick coatings of Pd/SiO₂ on structured catalysts such as monoliths, for a continuous operation.

10. Conclusions

As is clear from the foregoing, the “dream catalyst” capable of conjugating industrially relevant H₂O₂ productivities with highly efficient hydrogen consumption, stability on stream, low energy input and safe reaction conditions has not yet been invented. Rather, from the analysis of the different features characterizing the current catalysts, some trends emerge more or less clearly so that we can at least try to define the essential properties that a catalyst should possess to move close to “dream”.

Pd is undoubtedly the essential component; however, in order to depress its ability to trigger hydrogen peroxide decomposition/hydrogenation and increase its selectivity, Pd should exist in a partially oxidized electronic configuration, generally achieved through alloying with other metals the most prominent ones being Au or Pt. Another essential feature to maximize H₂O₂ selectivity is the Pd or Pd-M particle size. This should be neither too large because this would result in depressing the overall catalytic activity, nor too small to avoid an excess of highly unsaturated active sites that would boost water formation via dissociative dioxygen chemisorption. In this respect, the use of additives such as halides (otherwise undesired for practical applications) or better N-containing ligands seem to be a good practice to poison the highly unsaturated sites and in the latter case also stabilize metal particles against sintering, leaching or physical detachment. Unfortunately, as has been seen in Section 9, how to achieve all that in a single catalyst is still unclear since, as far as the preparation method is concerned, there are many ideas on the ground but none seems to outperform the other ones. Core–shell catalysts seem to be promising, but they are rather complex to prepare a feature that does not encourage industrial applications where simplicity and reliability of preparation are essential properties for an industrial catalyst.

The support should have proper acidity and/or a low isoelectric point to stabilize the newly formed H₂O₂ molecule, as well as a suitable textural property to impart high mechanical and chemical stability. An acid-pretreated carbon appears to be the best choice when operating in organic solvents such as methanol, a medium that would be suitable for post synthesis solution concentration and for a wide variety of applications in organic synthesis. On the other hand, a Pd-Au exchanging a Cs-containing heteropolyacid catalyst seems to be the current benchmark for water as the solvent [107]. A proper formulation of the support, i.e., an acid pre-treatment of the sample or already incorporated acidic functions, will avoid halides and/or inorganic acids in the reaction medium to increase selectivity.

From these considerations and the above overview on the state of the art in this area, it may seem that the “dream catalyst” is at hand. Unfortunately, in our opinion, this is a wrong impression since the distance to be covered is still long. In fact, it has to be pointed out that the catalysts capable of approaching industrially interesting H₂O₂ productivities (at least 5% v/v concentrations) with acceptable selectivity (at least 70%) and stable on time are actually very few in a myriad of different catalysts prepared and tested in the past twenty years. The vast majority of these have productivities that hardly reach 1%, or they show 90% selectivity but at very low conversions and poor productivity, or they have relatively high productivity and selectivity but rapidly declining with time. After one century from the first report and at least twenty years of intense research in the area by academia, this general situation raises the legitimate question of whether the “dream catalyst” for the direct synthesis of hydrogen peroxide will ever be discovered or whether non catalytic approaches such as e.g., through electrochemical devices [198] or using plasma techniques [199] will be more successful.
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